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PADUCAH, KY., TUESDAY 1tVENING, SEPTEMBER 24, 1907

TEN CENTS‘PER WEEK
Aing.

THEY ARE OFF AT THE FAIR GROUNDS THIS
Stuyvesant Fish Declares Illinois
GO V. BECKHAM IS 0EAKING
AFTERNOONIN GREATES7 RACING MEETEVER
Central Railroad is Under Control IN MARSHALL THIS AFTERNOON
HELD IN THIS SECTION OF THE COUNTRY of Harriman's Union Pacific Line TO A GOODLY SIZED CROWD
First Event Starts at 2 O'clock
and Preparations are

At Metropolis and Brookport.

Former President Submits Report to Roosevelt and Charges
That Accounts of Railroad are Being Padded to Make
Good Showing For Management.

j

All Made.

Mt. Carmel, Ill., Sept. 24. (Special) laid the Rev. Edwin Bolling was ap—At the southern Illinois conference pointed to the ohurch at 13rookport,
of the Methodist Episcopal church iIll. Both appointments are impular
Inorthi, which has been in session the people of Metropolis desiring the
here the last week and adjourned to- !return of their beloved pastor, while
day, the Rev. I). %V. Adams, of Me- the Rev. Mr. Boiling is well and favtropolis. was returned to his charge orably known in Brookport.

LIGHT!
I' I 1 \
it
cot iN Iv
eet.1)
II I II I. NI 11.1s, Illt.ITF:.
the meeting of the fiscal
court thie afternoon the (4
nie appointed to confer with it
repres.entative of the Fairbanks
Morse company, in regard to t11,'
111/41/111811011 of a gasoline engine
for the purpose of furnialling
water and light to the routes
buticlinteen III
ke air unfav °rattle report AS to U11. tiO411111111 it/11
or gasoline power but ii ill 14.1'ttttttmind
a steam plant be
installed that nil! furiiiidi heat
iii addition to it stir AII41

Introduced by Prof.Saul Jones,
County Superintendent. at
Court House—Little Change
From the line at Murray Yesterday-1)We .laines Not
There.

New York, Sept. 24.--A mysteralhands of-those dominating the UniOn
ous visit made by Stuyvesant Fish to [Pacific and Southern Pacific compsoyster Bey
was
given
great flies. I have felt It my duty to opsignificance today by a sensational pose this effort in order
to loyally
statement issued by Mr. Fish to the discharge my obligations of trusteestockholders of the Illinois Central ship to the Illinois Central.
Grand Parade in Arena at
Railroad company. '
"Of your directors. E. H. HarriH0%. (11(1:1:
DIER.
In this statement Mr. Fish ninth man is president of the Union Pa7:30 O'clock—Musical
direct charges that E. H. Harriman, cific and Southern Pacific companies,
President James T. Harahan, Robert and Charles Peabody and Robert
Drill Follows.
1Valter Goelet and others are making Walton Goelet are members of the
Benton, Ky.. Sept. 24.--t Special.)
extraordinary efforts to throw the Il- Union Pacific board.
—Gov.-:nor Beckham ,s speaking
linois Central into the control of the
alone in Benton this afternoon. C.1."When the testimony taken before
Union Pacific. Mr. Fish makes an urressman Gibe James, who spoke ;n
MANY VISITORS ARE HERE
the interstate commerce commission
gent plea to the stockholders for
joint debate with Dr. Ben Bruner,det
was disclosed that the Union Paeifi(
proxies so that he may combat the
not accompany the governor on tsis
had bought before your stockholders'
scheme at the next meeting of the
trip. The speaking is taking plate ;it
meeting :181,231 shares, or 29.59 per
terectors. He gives facts and fig.
They're off at Edgewood track.
the courthouse
and
began at t
cent, of the entire capita: stock of
nit's to back up a startling exposure
o'clock. Prof. Sam Jones. county
At 2 o'clock this afternoon the big
your
company.
Everybody around here knowit that
Metropolis Ill., Sept. 2 I. (Special. r of how the Union Pacific has been
races started with a 2:25 trot for a
*shoo:, superintendent. introdueed
"The Union Pacific people
were
Governor Beckham in an excellent
itoo purse. A splendid crowd of Oapt. J. B. (Buck) Smith, of the Nel- —Elvis Kew. 25 years old, and Lil- getting its Catches on Illinois Cen- able to accomplish their
purpose
of
lie,
is not a coward, but a fellow at lian Ford. 19, of Boaz. Ky.. were mar- tral.
tpeech, which won
race horse enthusiasts are present
applause. The
unseating me as president.
speech is much. in the same tenor as
Mt the opening and every pre- Mound City, Ill., it is said. was Oven ried here Sunday at 3 o'clock. This
It would appear that Mr. Fish's
"Through the power given by the
diction for a most successful meet a startling demonstration of the cap- wedding la a surprise to the bride's vi•St was to place in the possession of bylaws, the minority, who
Quite a large
Part,s. i 24.--Peace has teen the one at Murray.
truly rep
bids fair to be borne out by the re- tain's profem Saturday night, when friends. They were supposed to be the teesident evidence of :nfractions resented the interests of the
declared
in Morocco. De:egates of the number of country people are in the
Illinois
the captain routed the fellow with his at ('hurt-h, but came to Metropolis to of the interstate
sults.
commerce law by Central stockholders, called a special three important tribes have accepted cits, but many are attending the
• .4 number of horses arrived yester- fist, after the fellow had shot three get married and left at night for Mr. Harriman.
meeting, whereat I offered a resolu- the French peace overtures inaugu- funeral of the late County Attorney
The statement by Fish throws light tion of inquiry into the evident pad- rated today and will see 'that the Ed wards.
day.'eome of them unesperied, and times at She captain. Accordeng to home —
every stall Is filled at the stables to- the story received here, when. CapLs.e Garret, 21 years old,a painter on the clashes in the Illinois Central ding of the accounts.
terms of the agreement are carried
deorge C. Edwards Diem.
day and of the score of horsemen tain Smith waled ashore he was con- at the car shops at Paducah, and Bes- board meetings, one of which result"It appears from the annual re- out. Floatleries are now at an end.
Benton, K) . Sept. 24. iSpecial.)
here all claim to have strings of win. fronted by Use man, who accused sie Payne. 21 years old. of Central ed in Mr. Fish and Mr. Harrahan port of the Illinois Central company
Former County Attorney George C.
tiers and expect to take down a share Captain Smith of interfering in some City. Ky., were married here Sunday. coming to blows.
for the year ending June 30, 1907,
Edwards died of stoniest) trouble
"At the forthcoming election four that there was an extraordin
of the big purses that have been (amity disturbances. Before Oaptain The bride missed the train at Paduary inSmith realized how serious matters cah. They came
early this morning. after an illness of
hung up.
to the ferry landing directors are to be chosen, three of crease in the net receipts of the cars
were,
it
assailant
is
said
hie
them
eight weeks, and the funeral Is takbegan
to
succeed
John Jacob Astor, poration during the last foutemonths.
The track, weather and conditions
opposite Meropolts and crossed in a
Mg place this afternoon at the famwas 30 skiff and were married. They left Stuyvesant Fish arid Edward H. Har- which increase is wholly inexpileable
generally are all that could be de- 'housing. Captain Smith
riman and one to fill a vacancy for a and obviously inconsistent with
ily cemetery near Fair Dealing, Mr.
walked for home on the boat Last Mete
sired and so careful have all arrange- feet away at the time and
the
term of one year.
Mrs. Mal ha Ph4lps, S8 years old. Edwarde was 30; years old and or
facts upon any proper accounting,
ments been made that not a single rapidly toward the revolver. The
"For some time past there has and clearly made for the purpose
hitch can occur in the program for third shot was fired eat( n Captain
of said to be the o:dest resident of Mar- the most popular, as well as
been a persistent effort to place the producing a favorable but
the week. All the entries are In first- Smith was about five feet from the
fictitious shall count), is in a dying condition prominent Democratic woskers
control of your corporation in the s. owing.'
at Sharp.. Her grandson, Flagman county. He served two terms as
class condition, and although some muzzle of the revolver, but all the
B. S. Phelps:of 1905 Guthrie avenue, ty attorney. He was a single
of them have been on the track for shots went wild. Then Captain Smith
left this morning to attend her bed- and is survived by his father.
months. they are oot run down by sailed in with his lists and pounded
A KENTUCKY GIRL.
side.
Pekin, Sept. 24.—The reappottstJesse Edwards, of Fair Dealing: his
any means and during the exerelae his assailant until the man cried for
Chicago, Sept. 24:— MINS
ment
!nervy
promised
and
of
Wu
to
Ting
good
be
brother, H. N. Edwards. ot the same
Fang
to
his
fornwr
runs and trots of yesterday and toKII1111.1111e
L041%11041, of Unionpost as Chinese miniete•• to Washplace, and two sisters, Mrs. William
day the showing was Ito favorable
town. Ky., Mils a tioeition as
ington wet; settled ((day
CLEVELAND
Edwards and Mrs. J. J. Lilly, of Hirt
IS
BETTER
that there ore 'warty i. LI favorites
chauffeur for any
who wants
iegham. The death of Mr. Edwardwith some of the wise ones, and have
to make an auto run frikIll 4 liicat•
came
great shock, because until
been picked for winners in the events
go
lit (le' l'atifil*
she
SALOONKEEPERS WORRIED earns
his last Wrests he was almost a perin which they axe entered.
big salary and eel
Trenton, N. J.. Sept. 24.- A report
fect specimen of physical manhood,
In tiw Show Ring.
all repair..
from the tonne of /miner President
tall and robust arid commanding to
Cleveland
states he is responding to appearance
In the show ring the horses to be
Fairground. 3:15 o'clock-2:85
. The funeral is in charge
the new treatment advised
entered are considered far superior Trot—First heal: Wilford G.: Billy
by his of the Masons.
A government gauger who has been
In which order Mr.
physicians.
to a majority of the stock of the two Buck. gra Mack.
Itesthe city for several data, but has Mr. Fred McKnight to Marry Onto.
Edwards was an active member
her
I.
Chicago,
Sept.
shows already held. Here, too, the
"VI—Discl
osures
Pace:
First
beat. Andy Miller, now gone, put a number of local saAnnouncement is made of the ap- show police in holdups, and deputy W. W. ME.VDOWS OF FULTON
same "artful preparation has been Alice G.
loonkeepers on uneasy- seeta. and
CONFERS WITH LAWYERS.
mails and at the rehearsal last night
they are wondering what will be the proaching marriage of Mr. Fred Mc- sheriffs are charged with giving opiSNOWED IN CHICAGO
Knight. a popular Paducah boy, now um and drugs to prisonere and helpeverything moved off as smoothly as
rtault of his visit. The object of his
Popular River Clerk Weds.
living at Belleville. lanikeiana. to ing them escape from jai's.
Mr.
W.
W.
Meadows.
though the horses had been shown on
of Fulton,
Surprise shone in the eyes of ev visit was to ascertain if the whisky,
one of the principals in the sensethe same ground's every day for six erybods present, when James Rob- bottled, 1n bond, had been tampered Miss Ernestine Seers, of Belleville
wedding
The
will
take
place on Tuest•tirtial Meadows-Hawley suit growing
Tallllltatty Prepared for War.
weeks. The rehearsal of the musical ertson, clerk of the Clyde, walked with, and it is understood that he
Chicago. Sept, 24.---.t few flakes of
day, October 1, at the home of the
New York, Sept. 24.—Four hun- out of the alleged horeewhipping of snow fell here last evening, The fall
drill was exceptionally good and the into t'ae lobby of the New Richmond guttered a groat deal of evidence.
bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Creel- dred special deputy sheriffs,
drill is Burt! to please the patrons of House this morning with a handsome
armed thJ Rev. Frank Hawley by Meadows was not sufficiently large enough to
man, of Believe's.. It will be a quiet with clubs and revolvers, furnished and a party of friends, is in the city be recognized by the
the show tonight. The drill with the yoring lady holding hie arm, as if she
weather bureau
and the couple will leave im- by leader C. F. Murphy of Tammany today. Mr. Meadows is here to con- but was plainly visible in
other events tonight will make the had a right to.
HOUSE FOR SEXTON affair
the air.
He Introduced his NO
mediately for New Orleans on a Halt, may 'precipitate bloody riots at fer with attorneys in regard
opening night one of the best of the companion to Co:onel Bud Dale as
to a
bridal trip.
polls at the primaries this afternoon. $104.0011 damage suit filed against
show, and a large crowd is expected Mrs. James Robertson. nee Mies
Mr. McKnight is the eldest son of Heretofore police were all that was him in the federal court by Rev. Mr MAYOR YEISER
Jimmie Evans, of Bear Springs, Tenn.
to be out. •
IS HOME
A.though the present building used Mr John W. McKnight, on of Padu- necessary, but Tammany claims the Hawley. The case will come up fo:
In order to allow the officials and Without telling his friends of his inclerks; an, opportunity to attend the tention Clerk Robertson repaired to for a home by the sexton of Oak t•ah's most prominent citizens and police will suppress the Tammany trial at the November term of the
show and races all the banks of the the home of his bride and was roar- Grove cemetery is in unsafe condi- honored men. He has been for the workers, and swore in the deputies to fiscal court.
Mayor D. A. Yeiser has returned
city will close their doors promptly at red while the boat lay at the land- tion, a new one will probably not be last few years engaged in the lum- protect its interests. The pollee and
from
Cincinnati, where be visited his
2 o'dock every afternoon this week. ing. Their appearance on board was built until after appropriations are ber business in the south where he deputies may fight.
Must Have Followed Circus.
for
city
budget
next has achieved success. Affable and
Many of the wholesale houses will the first intimation to the clew of made
Margaret Tidwell and sister, col- brother, Mr. Her.ry Teeter. on his
The
question
of
build- popular he has many friends In Pathe nuptiattr. Clerk Robertson, who year.
also close early.
ored, ran away from Murray yester- way home from the municipalities
HE WAS READY FOR WORK day, and
The Metropolis and Paducah bands ran for years on the Dick Fowler, is ing a new house for the sexton ducah and elle where.
it Is thought came this wey. meeting at Norfolk. Va, Mayor Yethas been under consideration by the
Miss Sears is an- Illinois girt. ano
whit h have been consolidated for the receiving congratulations today.
A telephone
message from theft sec was ill the most of the time
general council for several months Is the adopted daughter of Mr. °reelmother to police headquarters lut while away, but says the discussions
occasion, will furnish the music for
and at the last session the cemetery man, a wealthy and prominent
night came tol) late to intercept at the meeting and relation of exthe show and races. The bands have
lumsuits Filed.
Bud Dobson, colored, who Izcliargcommittee was ordered to let the con- ber man sow living .in
periences will prove greatly benefithem.
been rehearsing tor several
Belleville. She ad
J.
%V. Mills against Anna Mills for
nights
warrant
a
with
not having work
cial to municipal improvement,
and today gave concerts on several divorce on grounds of inability to tract fin a Mine to be built of. brick is quire young. pretty and in every
ed for some time, spending hie time
to cost $2,800. Before the bids were respect attractive.
Mr. Creelman's
d I ffeent street corners downtown get along together, the petition statPrisoners Are Vaccinated.
loafing about the streets, claims that
opened and the contract let the fi- wedding
gift to his daughter will be
The music rendered evoked much ing that they "just cannot get along
Today prisoners who were senthe vvit not treated right in being arnature committee informed the comBOOKING FOR MAYFIELD
Beneville, furnished
a home in
favorable comment from those who together well, and to remain togethrested this morning
He had just enced to terms in Eddyielle penitenmittee that the money to pay for the
tIi roughout.
heard it. The horses and riders that er destroys the peace and happiness
tiary
*ere
vaccinated
Health
by
Offiprocured work, he declared, and was
work was not available, so the matare to take part in the musical drill of both." They were married Meech
"jerked up" and placed in the 'cala- cer W. T. Graves at the county jail.
ter has been deferred indefinitely,
have been given several rehearsals 17, 19're.
They are to be conveyed to prison toIt is said that the present house Popular Young Couple Marry This boose" when en route to begin on his
Mr. W. Is Hide, secretary of the
with the band.
Morning.
new job. Bud did not have on many morrow morning.
is in such a bad shape that Mr. Mat Fair association. of Mayfield, is in the
The Musical Drill.
Three Ohio preachers are in trou- thou, the sexton, cannot stay in it
The marriage of Miss Bertha Mea- clothes, but in what few pockets he
city to attend the races and toe
Alleged Breach of Rules.
Participants in the musical drill at ble. Thne is Merged with heresy, an- through the winter.
cham and Mr. Roscoe Penn was sol- had were found 14 dice of various
show, and incidentally book ell
W. W. Gibbs, a fireman at No. 4 for Mayfield's
the horse show were announced this other chews tobacco, and the third is
emnized this morning at 8:30 o'clock sizes and shapes, some loaded and
fair and races %hall
_morning by Dr, J. V. Votes the lead- suspected of having kneed a girl.
at the parsonage of the Third Street others "straight." He also had a station. Tenth and Jones streets, has will be held from October
Medical Society Tonight.
1 to the
been
laid
off
pending a hearing be- 5th inclusive. There is
er of the maneuvers. The personnel Have the ministerial brethren In Ohio
The McCracken County
Medical Methodist church on South Fourth pack of "squeezer" playing cards.
quite a delefore the board of fire and police com- gation of - Meyfield
will be: 0. L. Gregory, Clyde Hill, no privileges'-7-Chicago Tribune.
society will meet tonight with Dr. R. street. The Rev. Peter Fields perpeople here. Mr.
missioners, for an alleged breach of Hale estimating
lo Pettit, George Holliday, James
E. Hearne. The subject is "Cardillo. formed the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
the number at 200,
"Red" White Surrenders.
rules.
Penn
res:de
at
Lang, B. .F. Billings, Charles Kopf,
Fifth
will
and Clark
and he rta ye Padricah may expect a
ma Uteri."
Charged with breaking into Byrd
street. The bride is an attractive Litton's residence
Mr. Evans, A. B. Smith, Richard Har- be on hand, judging from the intergreat crowd every day. He has arand stealing $61,
est
taken."
Watching for Runaway.
young lady of the south side. She is "Red" White this morning
ris, Robert Mitchell,'Guy Lockwood
ranged to din a special train from
surrenA Few Bedtime-sclera.
Paducah authorities have been re- Paducah In MaYfied
the daughter of Mr. A. W. Meacham, dered at
THE WEATHER.
Joe Fisher, Joe Root. James !Ain gduring the races
police station on hearthe
The advent of sharks and gamblers
quested to look
out for Bernard there. The train will leave
carrier for Rural Route No. 1 and ing that_ he was. wanted,
staff, Dr. G. B. Froage. Richard Scott
ever,
and visa
mark
Stubblefiel
the
fall
d,
of Murray, 20 years old, morning at 7:30 o'cloCk
races and horse show,
reeldet; near Tyler. Mr. Penh is a fire- recognized to appear for
Frank Darts and John. Brooks.
and returntrial in po- who
but Chief of Police Collins will not
ran away from home, man on the Illinois Central railroad lice court tomorrow.
ing leave Mayfield at 6 p. tn.
Many Visitors Arrive.
and is a popular and energetic young
Trains brought many strangers to be caught napping.
"There are a few sharks and gambman. Both have many friends in the
the city today and farmers were comYoungest Pastor.
city.
ing in with their families in great lers here," stated the chief, "but we
Fulton, Ky., Sept. 24. —James Mcnumbers, making it resemble a circuits have an eye out, and if anything
Lesky, of this city has accepted a call
wrong is riled off or attempted, we
day.
•Funeral of T. II. Leouard.
as pastor for the Palestine church.
Hotels report many guests for the can lay our hands on the persons reThe body of Thomas 13. Leonard, near Obion, Tenn.
Rev. McClesky is
horse show and
races, sportsmen sponsible. We have been preparing
who died in the local Illinois Central about 17
years of age. probably the
coming from many towns in several for the advent of sharks, and were
railroad hospital yesterday morning youngest
minister of the gospel in the
states. So well have the races and never hetet prepared to handle
of malarial fever, was taken to Ed- United States,
them."
horse show been advertised that
dy- ville this morning. It was accomdrummers working in all nearby
The coming Ilioetittg of the grand
panied
by Senator and
Mrs. J.
The committee in charge of the arSchools Are Running Smoothly.
TONIGHT'S PROGRAM.
states, have been quizzed time and
lodge of Kentucky Knights of Pythias
Wheeler Campbell, the deceased berangements for the entertainment of
Paducah
city
schools
are runnitsa which meets in Paducah Oclibber 1
time again about the big events.
ing a brother of Kra. Campbell. Thu
7:30-7:45
the delegates to the grand lodge are
smoothly with congested conditions to 3. will be the
I. Grand parade of all hersee en"You do not know how much inlast meeting held in
funeral was held at Eddyville this
relieved
and
the
best
work
expecting
being
se4043 delegates and have isterest has been aroused in this end of tered in night's contests.
the state outside the city of Lexine
afternoon at 2 o'clock.
cured. This Lis the best news that ton, such a ailpulatton
the state," declared a medieine drumbeing made sued a call to keepers of private
7:45-8:10.
Supt. John Carnagey could give out when the otty of IA][1110011
mer: "I work small towns principal2. Bert pair of, be,avy harmerdonated boarding htnisee to send in the numWorst Gale in Many Years,
this morning. It was it reljef to hint a building
ly, and have been asked hundreds of horses. mares or geldings, driven
site and bonus for the ber of delegates each •cios. accommo.411t. Johns. N. Fs. Sept.,24.--Add I- to be able to make the statement.
question about the races and horse leaner accompitoled by three ladies'.
widows' and orphans home Which date..
'
tional reports by mall and by coast
show, but particulgrly about the races Horses must be 15.2 or over to be
will be maintained by the order.
The sessions of the lodge well he
steamers from more points indicate
Walt until Ferdinand Pinney Made
This is the first time teal sport of judged by conformation, Style and
The home will be completed before held In the Masonic lodge room
in
that 16 and possibly 24 lives were sees his affinity in curl pipers
this class has been offered in Padu- manners Horses 60 per cent: equipand a the grand lodge meets again''and ar- the Fraternity building, the present
Generally fair tonight and Widnes.. lost along the New England coast
kintona, talking to the milkman rangements will be made to have all quarters of the
cah, and the biggest crowd ever -a-e'K. of P. lodge being
they. Highest temperature yesterday.'staring" equinoctial gale. The
gale through a crack in the door!—Buffalo the meetings hereafter in the
sembled here for races will doubtless;
(COLtinued on page 4.)
Blue- too small to acoommodate the crowd
87; lowest today. 67.
was the worst recorded in 40 years.
News.
grass city,
that will be present.

HORSE SHOW ON TONIGHT

I

CAPT. BUCK SMITH GRETNA GREEN FOR
USED HIS MUSCLES WEST KENTUCKY IS
TO QUELL SHOOTER
METROPOLIS, ILL.

PEACE IN MOROCCO
IS DECLARED BY
THREE BIG TRIBES

THE OLDEST WOMAN

MINISTER

WU

RETURNS

COUNTY OFFICERS
AND POLICEMEN IN
TWO GREAT CITIES

FIRST HEATS

IT

Is Last Meeting of Knights of
Pythias Outside Lexington.

FADE:U.

1AGE TWO

4,411E E.,DUCAItTIret'MTN& STP141:

TrrADAY, REPT E illtElt 24. 1

C RIDS THE SYSTEM STANDARD OWNS SUPT. EGAN BUSY
TIDEWATER CO. IN YARDS AGAIN
S.S.
OF MALARIA
Malaria is an atmospheric poison which we unconsciously breathe into
our system. The blood in its constant passage through tiee lungs absorbs the
germs, and they destroy the rich, red corpuscles of this vital fluid and reduce
it to such a weak, watery condition that it is unable to properly nourish the Fact Disclosed at'Hearing in Illinois
Central Official is
system, and disease gets a foothold. Then the symptoms of Malaria, such
Oil
Trust
case.
Straightening Tangle.
as pale, sallow complexions, weak vitality, poor appetite, deranged digestion,
2 I 9 — 223 BROADWAY
and p,:rhaps chills and fever show that the trouble is affecting every part of
the body. Malaria also affects the liver, producing a chronic state of biliousness, and often a long spell of fever follows when the blood becomes fully John 1). Archbold Issues
Statement Coal DM With alechanical Hoist Will
contaminated with the poison. Chronic Sores and Ulcers, boils, aches and
Denying story of iteernauizalustalled Here AVithout AU)
pains, and akin affections of various kinds often result from this insidious
t
Doubt.
disease if the poison is allowed to accumulate in the blood in suflicieut quantities. Malaria must be removed from the system through the circulation,
and for this purpose nothing equals S. S. S. This great remedy goes down
into the blood and drives out all genus, microbes and poisons, and perma15
WHOLLY
UNAUTHORIZED, GOSSIP OF THE
RAILIIOADS.
nently cures Malaria, S. S. S. not only cleanses the blood of the cause, but
furnishes it with the healthful properties it needs, so that instead of a weak,
germ-infected stream, spreading disease throughout the system, it becomes
a rich, red fluid, nourishing the body and enabling it to resist disease.
New York, Sept. 24.—The ways
Bad order cars are causing Wino.S. S. S. is also the greatest of all tonics, and builds Op and invigorates the
and tneanb by which the Tidewater Central yard men inuca trouble, and
entire system while ridding the blood of the germs of Malaria. Persons who
Pipe company, of Pennsylvania came are largely 'responsible for the conerikuffering from Malaria will be pleased with the prompt and pleasant results produced by the use of S. S. S., and can take it with confidence because under the virtual contrail of the eeeter cond4ti0R of freight. This
-1/
it is an absolutely safe medicine, being free from harmful minerals of any Standard Oil company were unfolded morning trains had to be "sawed" iu
the
hearing
of the governmsnt's many instances to get by solidly filled
kind. Book on the blood and any medical adeiee desired sent free to all
•
auit against the oil combine. The af- paasing _tracks. The yards were
who write.
THE swaT SPECIFIC CO., ATLASTA, GA. fairs
of Tidewater were disclosed by blocked and Superintendent A. H
- the testimony of
Robert
Benson, Egan was out again with coat and
j.a.kg!and niethanical effects are used In president of the company,
and front seat off working like a beaver to reII
' "The Phantom Detective." which the Massachusetts record
- t
and con- lieve conditions.
..onies to She Kentucky under the tracts. The Standard
was shown to
management of the Rowland and own at present 31 per
cent of TideNew Cradle Completed.
s, Clifford Amusement company.
water stock and by an agreement enThis wornlog the new cradle just
tered into th 1883 between the two finished was put into commission at
TO 14 DAYS. companies, the oil
PILES CURED IN
business was di- the illino's ()entre] incline at the foot
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to vided in such proportion that Tide- of Campbell
Great Rube Play.
street. The old cradle
There have been all kinds of cure any case of Itching.131ind, Bleed- water did 114 per cent and the was built In 1898, and had recently
some
"rube" playa—some good and
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 Standard 88 1a per cent. President become unsafe. Mr. W. C. Waggener,
bad. but "S1 Holler," which will be days or money refunded. Soc.
Brawn testified that since the agree- supervisor of bridges and buildings
the attraction the night of Thursday
ment in 1883, the business of neither of the Louisville division of the road
September 26, is said to be the best
the Tradewater Pipe company nor the is here and superintended the work
E have just received a job in Ladies' Silk Hose which were
purchased by
of them all. The play is a happy
present company, the Ttanwater Oil
31r. Wageener stated in regard to
our buyer in Naw York, who just happened to find a lot of fifty &ono
blending of "rural" comedy and
company, had materially increased. the coal bin to be built here:
pairs, all colors, and blacks, of superfine quality: all pure silk hose that should
strenuous life In the slums of New
Mr. Benson also gave testimony
The report that the road will use
sell for $2 and $1 50. We bought the entire lot and assure you it will
'lark. This gives a chance for a great
he many a
that 95 per cent of the oil refined by steam hoists and not build the coal
day before we or anyone will be able to offer you hose like these at
diversity of characters and the authe Ticlewaer company under the ex- bin is errotieous, and was not given
anything near
National League Standing.
this price. We bought this quantity particularly that we might tiler,
thor has not overlooked his opporfor this
W. L. Pet isting contracts with the Standard out from an authentic source. The
price, a rousing value. Fifty dozen is more than we would care
tunity. Several novel scenes are in- 'Chicago
142 102 40 718 77 per cent was sold to the Standard road will build the bin, and work will
to handle in one
Among
them are the fol- Pit isburg
troduced.
lot. To lighten the stock we give this special sale, after which,
139 85 54 612 and the remainsier was sold in a ter- begin within the next month. It is
what are left, if
lowing: "Sailors' Roost" lodging New York
any, will go up to their true selling price. You get the first
1_42 80 62 556 ritory in which the Standard was not to be a mechanical bin, all hoisting
advantage of low
house, Red Dog saloon and the old Ph i ladel ph la
prioe,
and
all
you
leave us we get the advantage of our low buying.
136 74 62 543 interested. Of the remaining 5 per and discharging being none by maNow we
Maine homestead.
truly want every woman In Paducah to get some of these hose,
Brooklyn
140 63 77 450 cent refined for domestic purposes chinery. The location is to be befor they were
bought for you, and we trust you still take advantage of the
Cineinnati
141 60 81 425 Standard Oil secured 97 per cent.
tween Tennessee street and the Illisale. These nose,
The Phantom Detective.
Boston
nois Central shops."
138 r3 85 314
Of first quality, for this price :
141 44 97 312
Wednesday work on the car track
Deuies Statement.
Hypnotism plays a unique pan in St Louis
New York, Sept. 24. —John D. shed for the Bennett gen will begin
that musical melodrama,"The PhanArehbold, vice president of the Stand. and Mr. Waggener will start the work
tom Detective," a part that has,
Yesterday's Results.
ard Oil company, was prompt in is- All material has been received, and
caused -endless discussion by the be-I
St Louis
9 11 0
suing today an authartative denial of the shed will be completed before
lievers or Incredulous in the wonderBrooklyn
1 7 3 a statement
made earlier in the day winter sets in.
ful occult art. There are many who
Batteries— Fromme and Marshall;
on apparently creditable authortty.
claim that no person under the in,Paraorius, Belt and Ritter.
The derailment of a freight can on
that the Standard Oil company confluence can do wrong: others claim
templated a reorganization of its af- Muldraugh's H111 near Louisville
they can, and the villain in "The
R H
fairs. Mr. Arehbold said: "The pub- caused a delay of over three hours to
rhantom Detective" supplies an endCincinnati
11 14 5 lished
statement to the effect that the fast Illinois Central passenger
less topic of dissuasion by exposing
'Boston
6 10 3
the Standard Oil company is about to train. No. 101, from Louisville to
In a complete manner many of the
Batteries -- Weimer and McLean;
confer as to changing its name, ex- Memphis, yesterday afternoon.
theories held for and against hypnotBarwick and Needham.
Mr. James McLaughlin. chief gartending its capitalizataan, and so
dc infitience. The melodrama is senforth, is unauthorized and untrue." dener of the N., C. & St. 1.., will
sational to a degree of constant thrills
• R H
leave tomorrow for St. Louis and a
and surprises; seldom a minute but
Pittsbnrg
2 9 1
trip north to inspect shrubs, trees
unexpected
happens;
dialogue
the
the
Supersedes
Roads
for
Standard.
New York
1 6 2
and flowers he cannot procure here.
is snappy, full of action, comedy and
Chicago,
Sept.
?A.—William
RockBatteries — Willis and Gibson:
effect. Thirty people are in the cast; ..
edeller and John D. Archbold, vice He witches to secare specimens to
Wiltse and Bowerman.
and left this morning for his home first from New Orleans, and after[the river men
a chorus of exceptional talent and
president of the Standard Oil com- bring here and plant on his division
forever. But the
next summer. hie will be gone 15 in Louiraille to reside.
good looks; the American Newsboys'
that steamboats came so thick and ,claim was so much
pany
of
New
York,
have
been
aclaughed at tb
RUE
known
Illiwelt
Relly,
the
Harry
days and litipes to be able to introtatartet; a cage of real lions and two
fast that the keel boats were put out they did not havts the
Chicago
4 6 2 cepted by the PriTted States ctrcuit
nerve to
nois Central round house gang foreduce,
tri-al
as
a
result
Hoed' of sr" a! sc. r,
of
his
trap,
many
of business. The tow path was for- into court with it, 9Q it
Philadelphia .......
1 6 2 court as sureties ein-titio bonds of the new
a tow PA ill
man, has recovered after a brief illkinds
trees
of
shrubs.
and
gotten, until in the 508 the Iron legally, as well as actually.
Batteries — Brown and Moran: Standard Oil company of Indiana,
went Out
If. W. Forman, train rule examiner ness and was back at work today.
given
on
the
supersedas
pending
the
Doom.
Harry Kenney, the Illinois Central Mountain Railroad company proposed of ekistence."—Globe-Democrat. .
appeal of the company from the re- of the N., C. & at. L., arrived in Paboilermaker ,who was injured in the to run its line along the river bank
"'hie
cent fine imposed by Judge Landis. ducah yesterday aftern on in a speGrover Land's Record.
by flying iron several weeks ago, when some people who objected to
eye
—Reading the ads. has intinetunal
cial
[Tail)
from
Nashville.
His train
The two bonds aggregate $6,041)0.0.0
Grover Land. the Frankfort boy,
was pulled by engine 47, and was. has left the hospital, but will not re- the railroad rose up and made the more people in this city to buy homes
I who claims Padisah his home, beclaim that the railroad compiny was,than all other things combined.
composed of private cars. No. 20',) and turn from work for several days.
D. J. Mullaney, formerly passenger
cause he was given his first trial in 50 LEAVES GROWING
29. He was accompanied by disInfringing on the tow path, which
ON ONE TOBACCO PLANT.
When the watchmaker talks shop
' Paducah in baseba:: and made good.
patchers of the division. This morn- agent for the N., C. & St. L. here,but the government had
guaranteed to his remarks
later graduating to the big leagues.
are always timely.
ing the train was sent out again, and now passenger agent at Chicago, left
Mayfield, Ky., Sept. 24.
today with hie wife for Chicago, to
W. H Paducah
i will come back to spend the winter
dispatchers went out with
He was promoted several
Only One "111t0,40 QUININE,"
here. The informail,at was received Adams, of near Pottsville, has a to- it. It is seldom that special trains reside.
that is
this morning in a :ener received by bacco plant with 5.0 leaves on It. They are run on the N., C. & St. L. and the weeks ago, but only recently arrangPOWELL & COHN'S
axative
ilrorao
Er
Harry Lloyd, formerly manager of are not so twice as the leaves grown two car extra caused some little ex- ed a home in the windy city.
•
on every
Greatest of a.i rural playa
Curl s. Celd in Ona Day. Crip in 2
lthe Paducah Kitty league team. "Tell by his neighbor, Matt Rogers, but is citement at the station when
s-,
19111P1saroli0a. 25e
Dees
it
whiz.l; the boys to look out for me." something out of the ordinary for a zed past a few minutes
in advance of THE OLD TOW PATH
.I.:ai
ea d stated, "for I am coming. I plant to have Sty leaves on it.
the regulif morning train.
ON THE 31ISSISSIPPI.
S
1 7 have
SOMETHING TO ADMIRE.
me
ho
andiese
ic
,a
keft'.: rt0Pc
ao
dm
ucea hbefcokr
beentime,
Senator "Bob" Taylor denies that
Is the exquisite finish and beauty of
Railroad t*eirettna Is.
'There is no one now living all,
and mIngle with the pCople who were he will ride to Washington in a gasothe garments that leave this estabItoadmaster A. F. fitness, of the
so good to me. Paducah Is the best line touring car.
We have never
remembers
when the old tow path ol
lishment. Made upon correct lines,
town in the United States, if it is not imagined that he would come in any- Louisville division of the Illinois Cen the west bank of the
Mississippi was I
according to the latest dictates of
big as some of them. The people thing less musical than a calliope.— trul is in the city on business.
almost as much of an Institution as a
Way Down East as
fashion and in fabric-quality the
Saitchman
Hugh
George
went
to
make the town, and while I have Washington Herald.
peer of any made-to-measure garPrinceton this mornineon business. public highway'is nowadays," said an
been treated nicely In the American
By Halton Powell
ments, our prices provide the opporMessrs. J. P. McCarthy and Sam old river man the 'other day, when
association towns and in other towns
—Did you ever buy theater tickets
tunity to dress well at Iowan possiCraig.
Illinois
Central
repairers
car
talking
over
what
now
seem
like
the
where I v ialted during my Kitty and
a
then forget about the m and fail
ble cost. Give me a call.
never felt at to use them7--or buy A copy of this went to Princeton this morning on,ancient ages of the Mississippi valley.
ore Laughs, More Thrills league servitude, I
business.
home so much as I did in 'Old Pa- paper and forget to read the ati.
"The
tow
path
was
for
the
use
of
H. M. DALTON, Tailor.
a and
Roy Judd, the bell known Illinois
duke."'
fail to answer any of them?
keel allnien, yaw, wheu ascending
Than any "rube- play ever writing
Central _machinist, has recovered af103 Broadway, with Warren, the
Land said nothing -about his trial
the river, dragged their craft by
ter a brief illness, and was back at
on the stage. He was touted as a
means of a rope, at which everybody
WATCH FOR THE
Jeweler.
wotk
today.
sure comer In the histrionic, but it
Bob Fisher, the Illinois Central pulled except one cr two men, who
evident that he did not like the lit'
stayed on board, and with long poles
inotVder, is visiting in Cincinnati.
now that he intends coming back o
Mr. C. F. Akers, the air man in the kept the boat from the bank and off , We have several
liadtoah and throwing up the stag'
good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices
By Si and His "Niel-Grass" had
and
Illinois Central shops, last night gave the bars and reeks. From Cairo to
or good.
will guarantee them as represented. Call
and see them.
a social at his residence on Goebel St. Louis the tow path was generally
Land batted .268 in the America ,
Prices--25c, 35c and 10c.
avenge. There were many in attend- on the west bank of the
association. and did a great dea
river. At
INCORPORATED
ance and refreshments were served. many
catching for theToledo team •places, however, there were i
Livery sad harding Bars.
Furth Strut mod Whisky kits..
Clayton Phelps, one of the deleHe has been batting
points round which the current was
gates from Paducah to the annual
Sanded. and several timetso strong that It was impossible to
vith timely hits. He has s
Cartnen'a convenlion at Chicago, re;
,nent home in the American ases
turned home yesterday, being the last draw the boat; then everybody got
owland
Clifford
aboard, and with the sweeps of oars
to arrive.
and it Is said that America'
cud National league teams are watch
Mr. C. H. Schoen, of the Illinois rowed the boat over to the opposite
,ing him with the view of drafting and
•
Central machine shops. has resigned, shore, generally landing a quarter to
I, glving
•
him a trial in the tastiest cornhalf a mile below the starting point.
Melodramatic. M:‘ sti lying, Musical !pally.
NIEN ARE POWERLE.SS.
Then the towing began again and
Surprise
continued tip to the next point, when
• Off Again._
ITo Fight fgainst Disease Unless They another crossing was
18 BY
made, and so
(Philadelphia Bulletin.)
I Strike at the Underlying cause.
on
from
the
mouth
of
the
Ohio
to the
He hak started
mouth of the Mississippi.
On his trip.
Po 'treat Dandruff
Falling
and
And have the satis"The path itself didn't amount to
Maids warm-hearted
Hair, with irritants or °Es on which
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
faction of knowing
Fill the ship.
a parasitic germ will prosper,, is like very much. The 'rocks were partly
Flowers and,candy
there is none better.
scooping water from the ocean to pre- removed, trees were cut down where
Trim the craft.
I PIC ORPOPATIED
vent the tide from rising.
they were likely to be in the way of
Knox styles are just
He's a dandy—
You cannot accomplish a satisfac- the tow rope, and in some places a
exclusive
enough
to
Cupid Taft.
tory cure without having a right 'un- little grading was
Now-U-C-Him Now-U-Don't
done,
be distinct and adderstanding
of the fundamental
"A proposition was once made that
What a cargo!
mired by all good
causes of the trouble:
Not the Old Style Detective, but a
the government should go to work
Precious pearls!
You must kill the Dandruff
dressers.
and grade a regular path above highs
No embargo
Young, Modern Fellow Who
Germ.
On the girls.
Keeps You ijuessing.
Newbro's HerpicIde does this be- water mark for the use of the boatFluffy plunder,
cause it is specially made to do that men, but they objected at once. They
Fore and aft.
Immense Magical Scenic Environments that
didn't want a smooth path. They
very thing.
He's a wonder—
When the germ is removed, the wanted rocks to brace their feet
Astonishes.
Cupid Taft.
hair has no choire but to resume against and stumpe for
their rope
a e
A ugmented Company of Superior
healthy growth and beauty.
when they got tired and neededssa
..—Tite
"taste
ownership"
of
rent
of
Players, Chorus of Prettily-Oos"Destroy the cause, you remove the ‘a
smoke, so niL
the improvement project
affect."
turned Show Girls, Great Quartette estate grows. If you cyan even one
lot yowl Cr,' probably a "attident" of
House
Sold by leading dritggists. Two
of Singing Comedians.
"The last use of thestew
taw wait mime Aids. in ev;ry Witte el'
was
Lee,.51k and $1.00. Send lOc in
DEN OP REAL. LIONS this papet.
'amps to The Herpleide Co., Detroit,'between 182n and 1822 or 1823. The
122.124 N.Pourth $t.
Mich. W. IL McPherson, Special first steamboat front the Ohio arrived
Phones 787
Prices SW,35:, 60c, 75e.
&within 'tap--10e. a week.
,\ gent.
In 2817. Terri years later came the
IIIIIIIIMaelwasansainneassintal
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leaders of that party. He said that.
charges of oorrupt and dishonest
management of state affairs were
charged then, as now; and that he
hoped that the ',rescue charges would
not turn the people away from the
party which, he declared, had given
the state every good thing it had ever
received. Orators of the Republican
Governor Beckham and 011ie party in that campaign he °barged Terrible Accident on Pennsy
followed a principle which be believed
at Alliance, Ohio.
James Stir Up Bones.
was being followed this year; that
lies about the Democratic administration could be told effectively to any
on M., K. & T.
one hundred voters, out of which per- Heatilem
Former Said Conditions .114re
Causes Death of Two Railroad
haps only fifty would ever learn the
to Those Before Be:eller%
men inetantly.
truth. In this it could be thought
Election,
that Governor Beckham held the Idea
that the Democratic speakers would
reach only fifty per ogee of the numORDERS.
MISTAKE IN TH El It
THE SPEECHES AT MURRAY. ber reached
Republi
be the
remaining
speakers, and that the
'half would go to the polls with a Republisan view of the,Democratic adAlliance, 0., Sept. 24.— While a
ref'
(Staff dorrespondelice.)
/
ministration.
west bound Peunsylvania freight
Murray, Ky., Sept. 2 1.--"Hell Fer
Bradley's adrninietration brought train in
charge of Conductor Geori0
Sartain," if the Repubiicaus should
nothing but disaster on the state. ac- Rockhill and Flagman C. E. Crum, of
win next November, was the central
Governor
Beckham's this city, Engineer F. H. Bray, of
to
vending
theme in each of the speeches made
e
statements, and he indisated that the Beaver Falls, Penn., and Fireman
As you know one-half of soft coal is gas—the entire gas supply for many cities
here yesterday by Governor J. C. W.
state wee -not financially better off Riffle, of Wooster, was taking a sidtowns being made from the same kind of soft coal you are using.
and
guarantee every
Beckham and Congressman 011ie
when Governor Bradley went out of ing at Burton City yesterday, the
Mime to remain absoTheextentof unburned gases in hard coal i's shown by opening the magazine cover
James. The various direful, (*lameas long
air-tight
lutely
office, than it was when he assumed boiler of the engine exploded without
of a base burner whe n the extra oxygen supplied fills the entire stove with flaming gas.
ous and stupendous results that would
as used.
control. Judge* 'Breathitt in his warning. Molehill and Crum were
legs
a
also
coal,
the
of
part
best
the
is
which
gas,
this
allow
Other stoves
follow Democratic defeat were d&
speech here had read statistics from killed outright, while Bray and Riffle
part of the heat, to pass up the chimney. This waste will average from $10.00 to
lineated by the two orators in sepulch
We guarantee • unithe auditor's reports Meowing the re- were frightfully scalded and cannot
$50.00a year for every family and millionsoklollars in fuel are thus wasted annually.
form beat day and night
ral teems, thoust the only eh ivers
verse of this etatement to be true mesibly recover. The force of the -exsoft soal. stack, siftItb
that ran down the spines of their auAniongethe allegations made by Gov- plosion lifted the locomotive from its
ings, or bard sisal.
ditors were the bursts of applause
,ykhant against the Bradley trutles, sent it into the air for 100
ernor fle,
when
011ie
cracked
a
Joke- administration, he said that the miliWe guarantee that
feet and dropped it on end in a field
Saves All Wasted with Other Stoves
Naturally the crowd applaudee when
the rooms 4...an be bested
tia was employed then to elect a Re- adjoining, where it tore a great e
each of the speakers closed.
Patented Hot Blast draft use!
the
of
means
by
Blast,
Hot
Original
Cole's
from one to two bour•
publican senator. It is expected to in the ground. The train cone!,•
each morning with the
Theme persons who heard Crower create interest here when Mr. Brad- moving until the brak&were al.,
in connection with other patented features, distills this gas from the upper •
soft coal, clack or bard
nor Beckham speak in the Demo- ley takes the stump in defense of his ed and brought it to a stop.
face of the coal, utilizing it as a heat producer along with the fixed carbei
coal put In the stos• the
cratic primary last fall, met an eld own administratien, as It is rumored
coke in the coal.
mewing before.
friend in the speece he delivered here he will.
On account cf the patented air tight and gas tight construction givinipertect
Heed-on Collision.
yeeterday.
Fortuitous events gave
control over the drafts, it also saves the heat usually wasted up the chimney.
Moberly, Mo., Sept. 24.—Two enWe guarantee low
The Goebel Came
the simakers a good receptiou as
first lilast louse lens hard
$5,00 worth of hard coal, soft coal or lignite, or a $1 50 ton of slack or coal
Opening eith a depreeetion of the gineers, a fireman and a brakeman
John Robinson's circus, county court
coal far beating/ a given
e:1• • - , !` -to do the work "f twice tic,, amount of fuel in other stoves
nescssity of miertioaing the Goebel were killed at 7 o'(lo('k this morning
apace than any base
day mei asumeteng of the Dark Tobacwicrth
the sust vi the stove Is more than saved In fuel eactredater.
assassination at all. Governor Beck- In a head-on collision between freight
burner made with same
co Growers' association were coinee
ham dwelt at length on this period trains on the M. K. & T. railroad a
of slack will heat your house all winter, lice tons at $150 a ton does the work
besting oar rye.
dent, drawing a largo crowd. The
le Kentucky Isietory, the use of which mite and a half east of here at i.
roomy main tent of the cireus was
e guarantee the feed
as campaign material Judge Breathitt point known as Pickledish.
aveilable, tough the courtesy of the
The wieck. it liesaid. was due to a
door to be smoke-proof
both in Murray and Mayfield speeehes
circus management, for the speaking.
night.
all
keeps
fire
by
that
orders
the
of
construction
and that the •to•e will
Cole's Hot Blest is so perfect in
had won approval in condemning. misundetstanding
Between emeo and teem
persons
hold tire with soft coal.
hours
All
three
Mo.
of
operators
Paris.
at
or
two
burn
will
morning
the
in
opened
is
draft
the
and...len
Kentucky
Governor Beckhena said
hard coal or slack
heerd Governor Beckham and CoeHannibal.
at
men
lived
kieed
does
stove
other
No
before.
night
the
in
put
coal
soft
or
with the hard coal
should not have a Republican Goverthin,bears wit/bout
greseman James,
e
and
Engineers
are
Bledsoe
dead
this. Fire, therefore, never goes out, kindling fires is dispensed with, and
nor in order that vicious elements
attention.
Governor Beekham, after being inigar of Hannibal, Mo.: Charles e
1!;t1r. all the time.
could be kept down, While his speech
the rOOrns are kept at an even ter
troduced by State Senator tonn Linn,
and
Fireman '
throughout was condemnatory of Re- kerson, brakeman,
Read the Guarantee. N e are the exclusive agents for Cole's
-spoke for an hour inedefenee of his
Schroeder, of New Franklin, Mo.
The shove
publican rule under Bradley. he used
Hot Blast and sell it on the accompagying guarantee which
Original
own adminIstratton, in a general de1,!mule with
Condit, tor Ciirran and Brakeman
few specific figures to prove his aswant
you
If
world.
the
in
stove
heating
other
c.innot be made on any
standing that t'
nial of ell the allegations of mismanGibson. of New Franklin, were serisertions.
he operated sect,
to s.e.e half your fuel bill and would enjoy the luxury of getting up in
agement made by the Republican canhu.t.
ous!)
Taxation, so effectively handled by
.;
dtroetwatt. and sot
a warm house on cold winter mornings without kindling fires, buy Cole's
didates, in an eXhaustive review of
with a good Mae.
Judge Breathitt, to the discomfiture
Original Hot Blast now.
the Goebel assassination, and in a
of the administration, received a passspecific reply to POme of the Mateing treatment from Governor Beckmeats made here lost week by Judge
ham and he admitted that most of
James Breathitt, Republican candithe Mate debts had been paid with
date for attorney general. The moot
the $1,300,000 received from the naImitations of this Original Hot Blast are many. None of them has the absolutely air-tight and gas-tight construction througheignifieant asertion it/the governor's
tional government. The people, he
Cole's Hot Blast has by reason of its numerous patents. A Patented Steel Collar connects the elbow draft to the stove
which
out
, Vint CON i
* speech was when he declared that
WITH l'Altnt)N.
sled, had not been railed on for one
and te,
IN THE l'ENITENTIAR1.
conditions now are identical with the
body and cannot open by action of the fiercest heat. The Patented Compound Hinge on the lower draft cannot warp,
dollar more of taxes to pay for the
N%
escaping
gas
or
dust
smoke,
prevents
Door
Feed
Smoke-proof
politiceil conditions when the Repubdraft door closes air-tight by its own weight, The guaranteed
manifold benefits of the Democratic
licans were successful under Bradley.
administration, through an Increase
fuel is put in the stove
Coogroesman James followed GovIn tte tax rate, but he did not deny That te she Charge Mimic Agalum
Imitations soon open seams and cracks which spoil them for keeping fire and cause the gas half of the coal and much of the
ernor Beckham with a thirty minutes'
that the'rerenue tg the state had been
Eastern
Hager
its
Auditor
sweet, in which he touched on nabeat to escape up the chimney.
Increased vastly by manipulations of
Kentuckianie
tional affairs in the hands of the ReS.0 the name "Cole's Hot Blast from ulticago" on the feed door of our stove. None genuine without it.
property assessments, as charged by
publican party, in an earnest appeal
Judge Breathett.
Ask to see the patented dustless ash cover for remeving ashes,. Our method is the only clean way.
for the Democratic vetere to stand by
attired
he
administration
hts
For
the ticket this fall and closed with
Lexington, Ky., Sept. 24.--"When
an eulogy on W. J. Bryan. The at- the credit of a lengthened school term
in the per capita of the Auditor Hager made his trip through
tention accorded both speakers was the increase
school fund. for cheaper school books, southeastern Kentucky." said a gen interested.
considerate treatment of Confederate tleman in a position to know what
Attended the Circus.
veterans, for the new capitol. and he is talking about here today, "he
Ample time was had after tee closed with the statement that no cor- had with hint a clerk from the audicatch ruption In handling of Mate money tor's office, whose home is at Johnspeaking fee the candidates
son county., and whose miscon on the
party. could be shown during his terms.
a train for Paducah, but
114-116-118 South Third otreet.
Including General Percy Hely, news- Republican thunder against his man trip was a mystery.
"This clerk was a very busy man
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BOILER BLOWS UP
FOUR ARE KILLED

TERRIBLE THINGS • WERE PREDICTED

You Are Cordially Intated to
Call and See Our Display

COLE'S HOT BLAST

Wonderful Heater and Fuel Saver
For Soft Coal, Lignite or Hard Coal

Cost of Stove Saved in Fuel

•

Guarantee

The Original Cole's Hot Blast Stove

6

Build only One Fire a Winter

BUYING VOTES

Avoid Imitations

SOLD ONLY BY

to

(

Cash or
Credit

Cash or
Credit

•
•

•

FOURTH CLASS

WOMAN IN *CASE

IN METROPOLIS

'Jr

- most every woman will
feel the need of a coat or
jacket these cool nights.
- and especially during this
festival week must they be
attractive.

Herbs of Life

HealingON

--our fall showings of the late conceptions have arrived and embrace
some very striking ideas. There
are long coats, short jackets, loose
fitting ones and form fitting ones
---some lined with taffeta and some
with rich satin.

Sold by

Dr. Barry '

- -we invite you to inspect them
now, while the display is complete.

Now on sale at

Gilbert's Drug Store

La

'

I

$3.98 to $25

•

1.7

-
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It is rumored that former Chinese
The gauge registered 7.4, a fall of sists of my wife, myself and a grown
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Minister Wu Ting Fang is likely to 0.5 since yesterday.
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son."
return to Washington. Perhaps, Min"Also we require the best of refThe Chancy Lamb Is waiting to go
104,897 ister Wu recalls a question he forgot on the dry docks for a new rudder erences."
Total
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"Here they are."
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Don't Forget

In countries where beer is the national
beverage, there is practically no drunkenness, for beer contains a small percentage
of alcohol and is rich in food values

.

I.

The Belvedere Making Process makes
Belvedere Beer the most healthful bee.r
brewed-the beer richest in actual food
values.

The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage, of alcohol to less than 3 1-3 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.
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- • WANTED-For p. S. army: Ableveelencle,s. Six rooms. Phone 254.
sister, Mrs. II. I,Av.s, of tbls city.
•..
•••••••••••••••••00.•••••••••••••W••••••••WV.M.110,11,
bodied unmarried men between ages
tee'ett, of EddyFOR RENT-Nino room residence
Miss Corlee
of 21 and 35; citirrns of the United
Miss
visit
vire, arrive'! e, I
Large yard, bath, etc.. 410 South States, of good character and tem13roalway
Elizabeth Kites:stet..
Tenth street. Rudy. Phillips & Co.
perate habits, who can speak, read
during the 1101.e. shoe.
hair dyeing, hair and write English. Men wanted now
SHAMUOOING,
Ritter, of Jack
Mr. avid Mrs. M.
dressing, teetlp treating. manicuring for service in Cuba. For ,nformatioe
son, Tenn.., are titeting Mr. and Mrs.
apply to Recruting Officer, New RichMattis' Dawson. Old phone 2116s.
Knowles, 415 Kentueky avenue.
mend House. Paducah, KeptIttace
-Nice
ONCE
AT
WANTED
Granite
of
E..Niedninichaus.
.
BRIGHT MUSIC PUPILS-WANTpay
to
Willing
room.
and
board
to
City, III., will arrive tonight toa
good price. .eddress E. M.. care :ilia EU-- Miss Lucre 11:ackard: kraduate
tend the horse show. He will be the
In music under Prof. Dauer (LippWANTELS-W_hite girl or woman
guest of Mr. and Mts. R. D. Siac5111slg). teachett the latest methods and
tolRi housework for small farei:y. Old
len.
theories in piano and voice, It pays
telephone 141s4-r.
James Wheeler and Linn Boyd left
to get the best. Terms . reasonkble.
late night for Alexandria, Va., to reWANTED--Mantiolin
Call on her at 1194 Jefferson street.
college
there.
at
sume- their studies
!players. Fine opportunity. W., care Old phone 1437.
last
Mho! Carrie Rieke returned
DESIRABLE BOARDING HOUSE
night from a brief Visit to her tester.
only one sty ieSt
room cottage -Brick residence in first-class conThere's
FOR
RENT-Six
Louisville
in
Trueheart.
Mrs. Charles
eh bath and all modern convelS- dition, three blocks from Broadway.
We repair Shoes of all kinds
Misses Della Rutherford and Em- • IS style for evening dress, the
. 'es, 1629 Monroe. Old phone 1425. 15 rooms, bath room, both gas and
and we do it well.
ma Martin, supervisors of the East
also, large dining
time honored "Swallow tall
WE ARE NOW In a position to electric fixtures;
Tennessee Telephone company, have
We have the most improved
ally adapted for a deal:room-speci
latest
two
the
weeks'
vacation
a
and
in
here
is
It
-tee any and all kinds of sandwiches
returned from
machinery for doing Repair
able boarding house. For rent. Apple
Ic and hot tamales, Ill' 1-2 South
work.
curves at $35, satin lined
to John D. Smith, 40$ North Third
street.
Bring your old Shoes here for
pressed.
CLOTH-ES -Cleaned and
NIGHT SCHOOL--- First
Also the correct thing in
repairs and you'll be surprised
' II work guaraweed. Solomon. The tuition free if .you clip and mail or
to learn how easily, quickly and
Opera and Silk Hats and EN'ou
113 South Third street. Phone present this notice within the next
how well we doctor them, and a
...And.
lug Ties and Gloves
moderate price, too.
five days is Draughon's Practical
Folt--soteg.
161,1
College
(incorporated)
Business
- There itrno Job of Shoe Mend;en]oe street, 7 room and bath. Also
1-2 Sroadway. Paducait. Old
314
ing that is beyond the ability of
large
Burnet;
Hy.
Garland
size:
Base
Paducah,.
pttoae.t74.5.:dakkaia.kaa.asaisaiw:of
our Repoli Shop.
'.iod iSIM4,71!'etartit00414,
Sept. 211h, 2501, 26th and
this remarkable offer. If you desire,
ROOMS-- FurnIshee
27th
r avluFtliotted, with modern conven- milt at end of month, owing nothing,
utfii...911170.3,4
t
'
eneei 'for ilitht
hroolekeetrn, 725 or emethete at
•••••• 01.1111111../
150,000 Porees and Premiums.
mouth,
i

dtaltilito(ig4

NOW'S THE TIME

Visitors to the ,Yiorge 6how

Peed Well

Are cordially invited to make our
store their headquarters during this
week, and visit our Ready-to-Wear
Department.
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During the molt and bring the
hens through early and quick
with the right food and Biddy
will sure lay:

The Steinnecsch Hen
Scratch Food Has

IN TIE COURTS .
1
IOCAL NEWS
Fi--;?-t-r•r-r4r-eararat Oterr

55Per ds
$1.Poun

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

4

•

•

For the Horse Show Ball

We iend 6hoes

1.10‘.....M...01........•••••••~1.0.10.0\or.....••••••••••••••••••,•••

1

Fall Races
ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

,

irlr•••
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KELLOGG CALLS
ALL TRUSTS BAD

EXCELSIOR
Marauftm=tAer‘Idl ItY

KENTUCKY EXCELSIOR CO.
New Phone 444. Cur. Third and Ohio.

Says Sherman Law is Sufficient to Snppress Combines.
INSURANCE AGENTS

Government .lgent Declare.. All Menominee Are Iniquitous and
3Itaet Ile Curbed.

EBEL

-pone of the world'is
veaJ peekhee-m mkers
1.:arclawy
c

tX/MME144.1i

hi

1

t

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

NEEDED.

Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

Steam
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull;
Elevittoor.

New York, Sept. 24.—Frank B
Kellogg, the 'trust baster," who is
probing the secrets of the Standard
Oil company, says there are no good
trusty and he believes the Sherman
Old 726
au-ti-trust are sufficient to curb them.
Residence Phones N•w
Office Phones Old
New 369
706
369
Speaking of the latter, be said:
a
law
the
having
given*
"After
Cumptvell Building, Petducah, Ky.
thorough study and analysis since its
introduction, and more eapecialy since
enactment.
its
I feel assured
that the Sherman anti-tru.et act, aithout atnendnent, is sufficient to ac- ellinallisEllIEMIEINEE11111111111111111111111111111,
complish what the government and
the people demand—the dissolution
of combinations in restraint of teed.
and the suppression of monopolies.
Freedom in Business Need.
All .1-1()se Repairs
"I have gone through various experiences in the corporation world
and the business world generally, and
Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot_
20C
am convinced that it is of the highest
importance to the best interests and
welfare of the people that all .th ,
avenues of trade and conitnee
should be kept open in order that h.
no nn
dividual enterprise. In
what branch of trade or cone:
put forth, may be able. nay. silos...
Tht Sanitary Plumber
to reach its highest development."
Both
Phones 201
132 S. Fourth St.
throuL
"Suppose corporations,
325 Kentucky Avenue.
their large purehasing capacity." M
Kellogg Was asked, "should redo prices to the consumer; what then del
you think of individual effort, which
at best cannot reach out to any vast
extent "
"But we cannot make any steel ani
position," he replied. "Corporate,
do not reduce prices except for II
purpose of freezing out some indive'
ual. And then when they get mote
up go the prices to a higher ite.
than before, in order that lost pron,
may be recovered."
"Are there no good trusts or combinations of capital or Individual?"
"I know of none. In fact, 1 mig/.
answer your question emphaticaii I
no. 1 am firmly of the opinion that
no corporation or combination of
dividuais shou!d be permitted to me
itopoilze all branches of a great ir
dustry. For, if one industry may
monovolized, all of the industries 0
the country, nay, all-of the induetrie
of the entire world, might be corn
billed into a gigantic trust, and then
abet would happen?"
—
LAW Enough for Present.
"In abut way can the Sherman act
be improved?"
"That remains for time and the future. We have all we want at this
time. We have 'busted' many trusts
under the Sherman anti-trust law,
and we will do so again./ The present
inquiry into the affairs of the Standard Oil company is being conducted
tinder the Sherman law and we have
succeeded In getting a bit of information that will be valuable to us.
"Trusts ii,restraint of trade must
be not only curbed but broken up. I
do believe that the American people
are not willing to permit unlimited
combination which tends to nionopy end which must result ultimately
If unchecked, in absolute monopoly."

1
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Air•

Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles

ED. D. HANNAN

the great fuel saver the stove of the white enameled, ventilated, sanitary
oven and many other distinct advantages, will be delivered to your home for
a thorough and free test

or we will send a Buck's famous hot-blast heater,
—let us tell you

hard coal baseburner, or cook stove on the same terms.

Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable. ::

about them today.
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—this extra wide, comparatively shallow fire-box
allows the greatest possible amount of oxygen to
come into contact with the burning fuel, causing
quick and'complete combustion.

../A

FOR RENTI

•1h4M'

—it's in the flues that the secret of the success of
Buck's ranges lies, —all heat is directed where it
is needed, not out into the room. —the large flue,

PROGRESSIVENESS

give perfect draft.

To Civilize the Tarahumares.
Enrique C. Creel, Mexico's richest
man, and her ambaec.ador to the
United States, Is the son of a Yankee
•
storekeeper who went broke trying to
—jnst now we are making some very
a week is all you need to do business with the shiftless Mexispecial inducements in kitchen cabi
$11UU pay on any Buck's stove cans. When it came time for the boy
to start out for himself, and the start
nets. —see them.
sent on approval.
was an early one, his father had only
a handful of Mexican dollars to give
Oak'. B. Beach, E. Elm, H. Hickory,'C.- Corn, P. Paper, 0, Gate,13.-Barr New, Y. Poore, A. Pop, B. Ink, B him. - , —
8 SIckoniore, A. Apple. P. Pear, P, •11. Box. R. Rule, R. Matalle, S. Fern, 11111. R. Roof, T. Stoo'l', W. Wall, D
"Never mind," said Enrique, "
Plum, B.- Briar, R. Raspberry. L. H. Shoes. L. Pants, N. Farewell,. T Box, L. Stump, S. Book, M. Bark, M. shall work,
save and be rich."
Long, C. Chip. R. Rock, F. Fence, H Cooler, O. Pardon, Z. Hobbler, R. Etick, Other Ford.
Today be is worth $225,000,000, a
House, S. Seder, G. Gum, S. Spring,•Schnopy, Der Loomp, M. Boder, E
At a subsequent Democratic prifar vaster sum in proportion to the
foUNTy R. Read. C. Creek, W. Willow, A. Ash ;Stone, Mox Nixouse, F. Funstine, M mary every effort was made to bring
PREcl 'T
ONE
IN
wealth
of Mexico than are the mil,
,
C.
Clay.
B.
Clay,
B.
Grass,
C.
Clover
out
Newer,
S.
Alms,
Duni,
the
E.
Wise
Brote.
full
ninety
vote
and
only
SHOWS•AMUSINI:
•
SITUATION.
lions of Rockefeller in proportion to
W. Paper, T. Tebre, F. Floor, H. Hog,,Rote Reber. B. Brewer, M. E. Hark. were registered.
America's wealth.
B. Beans, F. Fire, W. Wagon, P. Pike E. Yost, Cully Quire, 11. Stave. N.
F Fee S Water, C. Chair, W. %Veil. Widen, M. Cox, B. Crlvert, J. Watts,
As governor of the *gate of CiiihuaISOM of' 1).1.14: Plia.111:4()N
Vegetable kingdom Apparently 11011(1. M
S Snow. S. Shop. B. Boom. W. Muslin. B.
Vi'indoar, A.
sliiPPED WAIN, 10()It BUItIAL.thua Senor Creel is undertaking what
Baintwe of Von yr Over
he regards as his greatest work—
Boman..
The body of Dave Pearson, who elvflization of the Tarahumare Indied in the county sanitarium Sun- dians. a depraved tribe of stakeday nigh s of malignant malarial fe- eaters. He secured from the federal
ver, was skipped to St. Louis this government
the grant of a million
Prankfor.t. Kee Sept- 21 —.Com,
eortilng for burial. The deceased
acres of land In thecnniddle of the
rionwealth's-Attorney It. B. Frankwas as years old, and when tound be
lin today had Issutei a subpoena for
Illinois Central yardmen lying ill in state, had houses built and moved
a cattle car.-was delirious and gave the Indian's out of their wretched
Georne--ee—Newman, Jr., editor and
the came of DanWhallen.,His brother burrows in the ground. Each Indian
pablieher of the Louisville Herald
was netified of his death' and came was given a piece of ground and he
summoning him to appeae before the
lIere is your chance to look at the finest merhere Immediately. Pearson had been had to work It whether he liked or
Franklin grand Jury at an early date
chant
tailor goods in the city. Also elegant
roaming about the country for some not.—Washington Post.
A subpoena duces locum was issued,
time looking Tor work. He was a ceto secure the sources of the informs trimmings that go with nobby suits.
ment worker, and bad peop:s of cone
Hon which led to the publication in
An American manufacturer has
fortble means.
the Louisville Herald of Saturday
We make suits from $30.00 up and guarantee
been telling a London interviewer
September 14. of the story relating
that he considers the American boy
perfect workmanship, style and tit.
FOR SALE.
to the Bailey precinct, The subpoena
a poor worker. Woneler whether he
My residence. 2012
Vet Jeffer.
sill probably be served today.
We have a complete stock to pick from—no
ever heard an American boy convinceon street. Fire romne, hall, pot-chefs,
It was charged in this Flory that In.
ing his father that football outfit is a
cheap
the/Bailey
goods.
'trochee of Frank-I
:903 in
bathroom and pnratry. Newly painted. necessary
of life. — Philadelphia
:In county trees, artieles of clothe'
Best reeldent location In city. Tele- North Alnerkun.
All repair work called for and deliveard.
and plants were voted, and agree
phone Home 'phone No. 1023. Also
Intejerity. 2 1 9 '4 °tea, Was teturned
beim-hold furniture.
J. E. Baker.
the Democrats than there were voter,
—Don't let your dealer fool you
In the precinct.
-eel for th•
"little lerighl F.Yee" eleclined to, rt* by intying:
. "I have something !the
Seateaeltaissammtesesse.s.ip
lef -Mri. "Peprf-Viewileyblit's
6-4SOL01‘40N,
n by ti.
eid the In'jitet
as
good."
IftNie working for the
efforts to get her to One/1r In court.
I--wig r•Pro anieeg Hie names which
Old Phone 1016-A. 113 3. Third St.
epter.lidRIpe
'tbeip
thet Iltileetireik
hatZ,e1Orn profit on 4he enhatitnte. Insist
appeared a he hellot stubs:
anything
P, Pyne, D. Dern, R Mere, Mr
i
Herald.
on getting what you ask for.
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TREES VOTE

'

By lighting _up your
place of business at
night. A flaming arc
will make your store
front as bright as day.
We pay for the arc,
you pay for the current.

New Fall Goods In

TA10)k

Ti-3
It'h4

I

The

Paducah Light& Power o.
40w

v•-•--

••-•*

'
-I

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Disel.sea.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE

•
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A Rock In the Baltic

Indonsd by Swims Kau Loorporatoi. $300.000.00 Capital
.' 29 Callers in 16 States. leo. F. Drateboa. rive
Reliable
Sale
/
11.11ISIUTES
PRACTICAL
BUSINESS
matinee
Knows) as the Up-to-Date Business Schools
H.tVE BEEN RECEIt'1.1) AT THE
FREE
tARN.EGIE LIBRARY.
POSITIONS SECURED or MoNEX REFUNDED
by.4
by if AIL
u
BY A COLS= a Book.Ines. rnensh. or to ustratine rne:
in encli county, desiring to
persons
k
FIVE
keeping,
Ing,!to
Ran
M AIL Shorthand.
Pen- attend a business college, who wills, ones
uusi
LIAt
n,
itily
ralw
jura
eleg
au
T
tterj CLIP and send this notice (uasnuoutng this
List Indite% Latest Works of Leading wa'arirtmo'sillo.eulowillommeehanaeolc.
paper) to Draushon's Practical Isus.cones's:
:Authors— tiore Newepapero
PADUCAH. 314 BROADWAY;
Have Been Added.
4.3.a.
or Evansville. Memphis or St. Louis.

MANY NEW BOOKS

"Phone"
When you want a prescrip-

By ROBERT BARR.

tion filled or anything in the

_Author of
"The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont." ••Tekla,- “In the Midst of
Morass." "Speculations of John Sseele.'"*The Vietors," Etc-

i nes carried in a drug store,
and want the finest quality
and

Copyright. 1006. by Robert Barr.
By Arra rigcnient with The Authors and Newspapers Association of New York.

want it

at reasonable

18 Years' SUCCOR

FREE.

price—phone your needs to

him going into the pulpit, for you
Made the YAM:W.
Following Is a bulletin of new
There Is a story of a clergyisan wculda't understand a word he' nabl,
books received and ready far circulawho-hed taken temporary duty for a so he thinks you an may as
tion at Carnegie library',
Two acmes give relief, and one bet
go
liver your order free of charge
"Training of the Human Plant,-1 friend, and who had the Ifl luck to
will cure any ordinary case of Rid(Continued from last Issue.)
"Ile dances well, then?"
to any part of the city. Note
(Burbank); "Different Girls." (How- injure his tales teeth during the week
ley or bladder troub13. Removes
"Exquioitely."
ells IE Alden); "From the Memories The plate lvas sent to the dentist's
To pl.ase will always be the NO:3h
liravel, sures Diabetes, Seminal
the place, Fourth and Broad"Better than Jock Lamont?"
CHAPTER VII.
of a Minister of France," (Weyman); for repairs, a faithful aesurance being of bencv,.lence; to be admired, the
Emisaluns, Weak and Lame Back,
must
now
"Well,
I
blue,
reclaim'
you
APTAIN and Mrs. Kernpt, with
way.
"The
Unseen
(Root); gnen that it should be duly returned constaut aim
Jury."
of anitanjon: -- Dr.
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
galena, had resided a week in confess Jack danced very creditably."
_
"The Raiders." (Crockett); "Cahave
by Sunday's post, but the dentist to Johuson.
"I didn't know but you might
the Matterhorn hotel before
the Kidneys and Bladdir in both
noematee."
I Munroe):
"Forest
faithless.
the two girls arrived there. foruytten the prince."
Men and women. Sold at 50 events
Friends." (Madden): "Bishop of the post proved
him,
I
forgotten
"No.
ba'en't
exactly
York,
New
direst
to
They
gone
had
It is up to the. spinster te learn
-assistunce
t'he
of the clerk
.With
Cotiontown."
oper box en the no cure no pay basis
(Moore,
"Two
J.);
T.
end sit required the seven days to find but--1 do think he might have written
Drug Store.
Arrows," (Stoddard); "Golden Num- the clergyman managed to stumble how to ::tOke
by McIleerson's Drug store, Fourth
to
me."
I flat that suited them, of which they
bers," (Wiggin & Smith); "Crut*e of through the prayers. hut fen that It
and Broadway, sole agent for Pe.du- were to take possession on the lit (4
elth, that's it, is it? Did be ask your
the Shining Light," (Duncan): "A would be useless to attempt to pr,?ai-di
ot
receipt
upon
mail
by
sah, or sent
October. Then there were the lawyers permission to write?"
PADUCAN
AND
Browning Courtship and other Sto- He therefore instructed the clerk to
"Good gracious, no We Dever talk
pries Oy Lark Medicines Co., Louis- to tee, a great many business details to
:rAilltel
LIME
•
ries,"
Jim(White);
"Adventures
of
settle and an architect to consult. Aft- ed of writing. Old red saudstoue., rpth- government, and perhaps be might
"make Kline excuse for 'him and die'
vino. Er
fIseerporatiel).
er leaving New York the girls tape* a "r. was ontitopic of conversation. Still have enlightened tuts althougle he has my Brown," (Alden); "The Young miss the congregstien.s 11mm Ws
Arcadian,"
Is(Robertee;
"Poison
of
receipt
might
he
ackuowledged
have
I
but
navy,
the
with
do
to
Dorothy
nothing
day at Ilaverstock. where
feelings may be better iniaz:n.J1 thaa *sotib iti I ada,ye Parket*.
Heavyweight Kitchen Yolks.
rather like to avoid Uncle Metgurae. land", (Much); :"Young Volcano
Amhuret bought a piece of land as the book."
"It will do you more good to smell shrewdly as if she had been in the
"But the book was given to him in hip brought me uo since I woe a small Explorers," (Stratemeyer); "Fort in described when, in the ,ecOr-ion ot
Wilderness." (Stratemeyer ); the vest..y. he overheard the ceek, is
food that is being cooked than it will rent estate busluess all her life. After return for the out- he 41ereseuted to boy and seems ttunceessarily ashamed the
to7
011"91#6?"'
Its
of the result. It Is his son Irina to the "Trail and Trading Poet," (Strate- impreesive tones, thus deliver ili
to eat it after it is clinked." was the this transaction the girls drove to the you."
hadn't
I
was.'
it
suppose
I
"Yes.
spoke
I
the
"At
that
meyer);
Petersburg
St.
Arin
Port
of
attache
Fail
the
with
connecting
loline
a
the
on
station
by
astonishing statement made
thur," (Stratenieyer); "Under Otis in
Inclined railway anti so, am Katherine thought of that."
to you about."
"Parson's very sorry, but it is
cal restaurant man.
"Them again. Kate, Russian notiono
ceased reading for at me' the
skies
Dorothy
Philippines,"
the
to
"wafted
were
reinurked.
(Stratemeyer);
to be obliged to wear a
Misfortune
many
"That is the reason why so
"The Middle 'Five." (La Flesche): set of artful teeth. -They buoted lost
on flowery beds of ease," which she regarding writing to young ladies may uncut
(Da .y Exmot Sundae I
professional cooks are heavyweights. explained to her sheeked companion (lifter from ours, or he may have fallen
"Metgurne. Meto.urte." she said to "The Long Trail," (Garland); "Bar. Wednesday, and he ain't got them
Steamers' Joe Fowler and John R.
a
became
. 'heeseif. eSerely I know that name." cheater Tower,," (Trullope); "Doctor
You never saw any one who
was all right because it was a quota- overboard or touched a live wise."
back from London today, as he was foeitints, ie•ee Paducah for Erase"Yes, there are many possibilities,"
chef and stayed at it any length of tion from a hymn. When at last they
elle laid down the letter, presestel the Trone," (rrollope); "Fraraley Parhim all 1 ille and wsy landings at 11 a. ra.
dreamily.
Katherine
murmured
door.
in
and
was
the
Katherine
'whetted
electric button
sonage." (Trollope); "Last Chronicle eromised. I've helped
time but became fleshy. Cooks never ribached their hotel,
Mr.
that
strange
rather
seems
"It
I can't
but
said:
she
service.
%ilea the servaut teme,
of Banco." (Trollope); "Pbineas could through the
eat to any great extent, except to eestusies.
artAMER
Henderson should have time tit corn.'
FOIBLES
use
they
If
any
ask
tent*
the
'Ilene
at
him;
for
you
moie
-Will
no
do
cried.
she
heavenly?"
this
"Isn't
at
House
"Small
(Troltope);
Finn."
taste the food at times while it is
be, for I un- up here in the middle of the week!'
have au' blograpi.iii,,I hook of refer- Allington," (Trollope); "Hand and
it
to
ought
Indeed
"And.
being cooked in order to see if it is derstand we are 3,000 feet higher than
"Why is It strange?" asked Kath- ence relatiug to tireio Itritiiiii and, if Ring."
.se wee Pa. ecea
COUTO and way
(Green): "Great Areericin
done. It Is the odor of tte food In the we were in New York, and even the erine. "Mr. Henderoon is toot a clerk so, plea** bring it to ?lie"
anIthos at S a m sharpo, daily, oxIndustries," (Rocheleau); "Tinkhaie
kettles that makes them fat.
'fhe servout appearell shortly after Brothers' Tide Mill," (Trowbridge):
skyscrapers can't compete with such bound down to odic* hours. He's an
opt Sunday. Special excursion rates
official high up in one of the big lit
with a red Wok else is prove,' to be an "Joe the Surveyor," (Stra(emeyer):
"The same will apply in the case of an altitude."
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
.ow In effeet from taducels to Cairo
annply
a
gets
and
companies
surance
two years
English -Wipes NOlio' (Li
The broad valley of the Hudson lay
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IA... have no business in the to
Demo( racy, for It is no more Demos:14(y than other PopuRetie and Socket4w
dottrinks. If Bryan is nominat•
%I Vf-THEW
ed and the Rei•ublicans select some
%IR. BRIAN.
;ong, conservative man, there will
riji.l) be a slump in the south in
1.,No,• of the Republicans if the norniP..
Nebraskan'. Policie. %re
Tait or Hughes, or any other
l'ute
man sho
It.- stump,
knos .1 as a conIn Mouth tete.
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NOT A DEMOCRAT

were to pick the two candidate: for the Republi 'ate and the
Dettio-••ats
would pick Senator Eug, ne Hale. of Maine, and Gray of
Dtlaeitie. There is no man in the
l'nited ,States more competent
to
manage ihe affairs of this government than Senator Hale.
-While it may seem extraordinary
I insist that the RepubliNtns could
pick no more able man than Hale for
the presidential nominee, but of
course, I know they will not do it
Neither do I believe the Democrats
will select Gray for their candidate
But if they nominate Bryan I will
vote for Taft or whoever else, of a
conservative type. the
Republicans
may selee as their nominee."
I

Washington, Rept. 24. "If Bryan
h a Democrat I am not,- said former
Senator Matthew C. Butler. of South
Carolina. "Mr. Bryan has injected
'too mu.:-11 populism and other thing.
Into the Dettmerati • parts
T!-,:s talk
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GREENHALG WAS
IN FLAMES WHEN
ASSISTANT CAME

Price 1

OC

Manufacturers

co•

Greenhalg, a, well known
Illinois Central car tepairer, came
near being fatally burned inside a
rettigerator car In the Tliuola Central car repairing yards yesterday afternoon.
But for his presence of
mind in tearing away his clothing,
and the quick action of Henry Swat'
ford, his assistant. be
might have
been more seriously burned. As it is
he is suffering from a hacll scorched
back, and the loss of a stilt of overalls.

During the winter there was a great
deal of skating going on, of which ha
had a good view from his window. It
looekd so easy and everybody looked
so happy that he thought he would
have a try. Accordingly he strolled
down and was soon pounced upen by
the ice cleaner, who asked him if he
%lilted to skate. "I have never tried
yeti" Joachim replied. "I will show
yod. Herr Hoftoncertmeister," the
min saki. screwing on a pair of skates
$p! Now stand rp. Now elide your
riot root so, and the other so, and
en off!" Joachim slid his right foot
08(1 prepared for the left, but before
he had righted himself he was Indeed
:'off,"
4
ad eDra.vOlug.ou the lee, •Va,
. a jars- the 'man 'exclamed, as fie
raised the famous violinist, "it is not
quite Kt easy as playing the fiddle."
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IN presenting the "Dom.
I thy Dodd" Shoe to our
customers, we do so with
•
the Conviction that it is the best
\.;?*
for the prices of $3.00, $3.50 and
$4.00 of any woman's shoe on the
tv•C-"
iZot
e
market today. It is striking in
tg.•fr..
style, faultless in fit and of moderate
price, three points which cannot but
appeal to every woman. Another strong
#4,
point is the exceptional range of styles,
kir:
1
—fornot only is the proper style Efforded
111F
for each and every occasioh, but each
kre
e,
style is divided and sub.divided by van.
ations of design and material until the
possibilities for choice are practically
limitless. Th... new Autumn styles pre.
fe:
e
'o
sent all the latest innovations, with all
the little details of finish and workman.
'Ii,
ship carried to a degree of perfection
,.;41N
that makes their resemblance to the
high priced custom products more
marked than ever.

$3.00

'3.50
$4.00
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Opening
Announcement
E extend to you a
w
most
cordial invitation
to favor , with your
presence our initial exhibit and sale of the
"Dorothy Dodd" Shoe
for which we have
been appointed the
sole representatives for
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Greenhalg was sent inta___Lhe -car
to put in some bolts. It was dark inside the big car and he carried an oil
torch. The torch was placed by his
side, and Greenhalg rat down to get
closer to his work, the bolts being in
the bottom of the car. Suddenly be.
POWDERS
began to fee: uncomfortably warm.
and looking around saw the cause.
Fur
ratt It
ha. leer. the true
The torch had become too hot ann
Annual Meeting Labor Federation.
• ;,' ••etsedE.
the bottom melted out. Gteenhalg's
An official call for the annual controusers and the bottoni of his jacket
All
of the American Federition
Druggists
!j ot' Labor for Norfolk. Va., November had absoibed a great deal of the oil
as it ran over the door and had ig1
""
'
1"....'.
4'
,W'-,
S4
'S I I 1, hat: been
received
FAitor
by
nited.
For sale rent guaranteed by
It''.tu,de Johnson, of the Journal of
The car repairer jet out a whoop
',bor. and wifi be puh:ished in the
loud enough to assure Swafford that
. B. MTHERSON
'I•N' this week.
something unusual was going on in
side. and leaving his place under the
outs:tie of the car, he ran to Greenhglg's assistance. Greenhalg was a
human torch, but making desperate
efforts to free himse:f from his
blurting garments. A buciret of wa
ter was secured and thrown on the
burning carman and soon the flames
were beaten out. Greenbalg's shir7
was burned slightly, but the dame:
never reached his skin. He was at
wok again this morning.
_
Skates and Fiddler.
There was a good story told of Dr
Joachim when he was in Hanoeer
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